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WELCOME TO TVSA, 
HOW CAN WE HELP YOU?
Based at Bacchus Marsh Aerodrome,
TVSA Pilot Training began over 40 years
ago and has been providing quality
training ever since. Now, with brand new
training and accommodation buildings,
we are ready for a new era of training.

At TVSA, we believe in the quality of our
training and the experienced instructors
who are delivering it. We work hard to
create a tailored training experience
based on the needs of individual students.

WHY CHOOSE
TVSA?

PART 142 TRAINING ORGANISATION Brand new purpose-built training
facilities
High quality experienced instructors
Part 141 and 142 approval - integrated
training options available
New fully furnished accommodation
building
Highest safety standards
No landing fees
Short taxi to the training area
40+ years of experience and knowledge
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Cummings Road, Parwan VIC 3340

Phone
+61 3 5369 5162

www.tvsa.edu.au
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FLIGHT TRAINING
OVERVIEW
TVSA has a range of private flight training options available, as well as Nationally
Accredited Diploma courses.

Please ask to see our specific Diploma brochures for more information.

LET'S GET STARTED

Complete a Trial Introductory Flight
Attend a pre-training interview

Depending on the licence, you may need
to:

ENTRY PROCESS
SIMPLE BUT NECESSARY

TVSA has a simple entry process to
ensure that you meet the requirements
of the training.

Please note that this is a general policy, entry requirements may vary.

TRAINING AIRCRAFT AVAILABLE
RANGE OF 
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An RPL allows you to pilot a single-engine
aircraft under 1500kg within 25nm of your
home aerodrome. The RPL is a great
introduction to the world of aviation, and all
hours contribute towards a Private or
Commercial Pilot Licence if your flying dreams
change later.

Endorsements for Controlled Airspace,
Controlled Aerodrome, and Navigation are also
available.

RECREATIONAL PILOT LICENCE
PREPARE FOR TAKE OFF

BENEFITS Fly within a 25nm radius of your home
aerodrome
Fly in daylight hours
Can carry passengers

PREREQUISITES Aviation Reference Number (ARN)
Minimum CASA Class 2 Medical
Be a minimum of 16 years of age at time of
flight test

For current costs and aircraft hire rates, please see our rates sheet.

THEORY REQUIRED TVSA recommends at least3 hours of study per
lesson.
The RPL FTM contains questions for each
lesson to assess comprehension, and has
three accompanying assignments due at key
points to check your general theory
knowledge.
TVSA offers a 5 day RPL Theory course
regularly, or all theory can be self-studied.

RPL TEST Half-day flight test consisting of a 1.5 hour
flight
Fees include examiner fee, aircraft hire at solo
rate, and CASA processing fees
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COST INCLUSIONS
23 hours dual
5 hours solo
TVSA Flight Training Manual
pre-test theory
one attempt at RPL Theory
Exam
one attempt at RPL flight test
3 hours remedial built in
pre- & post- flight briefings
logbook

COST EXCLUSIONS
CASA fees
RPL Theory Course (optional extra
for $540)
additional training or tuition
required to meet the standard
other required course materials
(headset, textbooks, etc)
other CASA requirements (Class 2
Medical, etc)
additional endorsements

All hours are as per TVSA recommended syllabus, as flight training is competency based actual hours may vary.
Costs current as of March 2022. Subject to change without notice.
Please note the Cessna 152 is height and weight limited, students over 6 feet tall or exceeding 90kg are advised to
train in the Piper Warrior/Archer.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Cessna 152
PA28 Warrior/Archer

AIRCRAFT COST
$10,500
$13,300

TVSA RPL Flight Training Manual (FTM)
Aircraft of choice Operating Handbook
Bob Tait RPL/PPL Vol 1&2  theory
textbooks

Headset
Maps, charts, & ERSA
Logbook

REQUIRED COURSE MATERIALS
 

AIRCRAFT OPTIONS

CESSNA 152 PIPER WARRIOR PIPER ARCHER
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A PPL allows you to pilot an aircraft anywhere
in Australia in the single-engine class. It also
allows you to carry passengers. The PPL allows
you more flexibility than the RPL.

We have a range of training aircraft available,
including the option to start in a lighter 2-
seater aircraft for your ab initio training.

PRIVATE PILOT LICENCE
PREPARE FOR TAKE OFF

BENEFITS Fly anywhere in Australia with friends and
family in day VFR conditions.

PREREQUISITES Aviation Reference Number (ARN)
Minimum CASA Class 2 Medical
Be a minimum of 17 years of age at time of
flight test

For current costs and aircraft hire rates, please see our rates sheet.

PPL TEST Half-day flight test consisting of a 3.5 hour
flight
Fees include examiner fee, aircraft hire at solo
rate, and CASA processing fees

THEORY REQUIRED TVSA recommends at least 3 hours of study
per lesson.
The RPL FTM contains questions for each
lesson to assess comprehension, and has
three accompanying assignments due at key
points to check your general theory
knowledge.
TVSA offers a 5 day RPL Theory course
regularly, or all theory can be self-studied.
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COST INCLUSIONS
43 hours dual
10 hours solo
2 simulator hours
TVSA Flight Training Manuals
pre-test theory
one attempt at PPL Theory
Exam
one attempt at PPL flight test
6 hours remedial built in
pre- & post- flight briefings
Navigation Theory
logbook
PA28 familiarisation flights if
starting in C152

COST EXCLUSIONS
CASA fees
RPL Theory Course (optional extra
for $540)
additional training or tuition
required to meet the standard
other required course materials
(headset, textbooks, etc)
other CASA requirements (Class 2
Medical, etc)
additional endorsements

All hours are as per TVSA recommended syllabus, as flight training is competency based actual hours may vary.
Costs current as of March 2022. Subject to change without notice.
Please note the Cessna 152 is height and weight limited, students over 6 feet tall or exceeding 90kg are advised to
train in the Piper Warrior/Archer.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

Cessna 152
PA28 Warrior/Archer

AIRCRAFT COST
$24,200
$25,900

TVSA RPL and Navigation Flight
Training Manuals (FTM)
Aircraft of choice Operating Handbook
Bob Tait RPL/PPL Vol 1&2  theory
textbooks

Headset
Maps, charts, & ERSA
Logbook
E6B Navigation Computer
Navigation Equipment

REQUIRED COURSE MATERIALS
 

AIRCRAFT OPTIONS

CESSNA 152 PIPER WARRIOR PIPER ARCHER
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150-HOUR INTEGRATED
COMMERCIAL PILOT LICENCE

A CPL is the first stepping stone to a career in
aviation. It allows you to fly as pilot-in-
command of a single-engine aircraft operating
commercially in Australia.

Part-time and full-time study options are
available, allowing you the flexibility to
complete the training on your schedule within
18 months.

200-hour non-integrated CPL also available
without the 18 month restriction and CPL
theory class attendance requirements.

PREPARE FOR TAKE OFF

BENEFITS Fly anywhere in Australia with friends and
family in day VFR conditions.
Meet minimum eligibility requirements to
work as a pilot in Australia.
Integrated syllabus means a lower hour
experience requirement to test, saving time
and money.

PREREQUISITES Aviation Reference Number (ARN)
CASA Class 1 Medical
Be a minimum of 18 years of age at time of
flight test

TVSA Flight Training Manuals (FTM)
Aircraft of choice Operating
Handbook(s)
Bob Tait RPL and CPL theory
textbooks

Headset
Maps, charts, & ERSA
Logbook
E6B Navigation Computer
Navigation Equipment

REQUIRED COURSE MATERIALS
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AIRCRAFT OPTIONS

CESSNA 152 PIPER WARRIOR PIPER ARCHER

PIPER ARROW

CPL TEST Half-day flight test consisting of a 3.5 hour
flight
Fees include examiner fee, aircraft hire at
solo rate, and CASA processing fees

THEORY REQUIRED TVSA recommends at least 3 hours of study
per lesson
The RPL FTM contains questions for each
lesson to assess comprehension, and has
three accompanying assignments.
A passing grade in all seven commercial
theory subjects is required to be eligible for
the flight test: AGK, Air Law, Performance &
Loading, Meteorology, Aerodynamics,
Navigation, Human Factors

*Please note that you must attend CPL
theory courses at TVSA and do the
corresponding exams as directed to be
eligible for the integrated syllabus.
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200-HOUR NON-INTEGRATED
COMMERCIAL PILOT LICENCE

A CPL is the first stepping stone to a career in
aviation. It allows you to fly as pilot-in-
command of a single-engine aircraft operating
commercially in Australia.

Part-time and full-time study options are
available, allowing you the flexibility to
complete the training on your schedule.

PREPARE FOR TAKE OFF

BENEFITS Fly anywhere in Australia with friends and
family in day VFR conditions.
Meet minimum eligibility requirements to
work as a pilot in Australia.
Flexibility to complete training in your own
time, and self-study theory components.

PREREQUISITES Aviation Reference Number (ARN)
CASA Class 1 Medical
Be a minimum of 18 years of age at time of
flight test

TVSA Flight Training Manuals (FTM)
Aircraft of choice Operating
Handbook(s)
Bob Tait RPL and CPL theory
textbooks

Headset
Maps, charts, & ERSA
Logbook
E6B Navigation Computer
Navigation Equipment

REQUIRED COURSE MATERIALS
 



THEORY REQUIRED TVSA recommends at least 3 hours of study
per lesson.
The RPL FTM contains questions for each
lesson to assess comprehension, and has
three accompanying assignments.
A passing grade in all seven commercial
theory subjects is required to be eligible for
the flight test: AGK, Air Law, Performance &
Loading, Meteorology, Aerodynamics,
Navigation, Human Factors.
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AIRCRAFT OPTIONS

CESSNA 152 PIPER WARRIOR PIPER ARCHER

PIPER ARROW

CPL TEST Half-day flight test consisting of a 3.5 hour
flight
Fees include examiner fee, aircraft hire at
solo rate, and CASA processing fees



COST INCLUSIONS
75 hours dual
70 hours solo
5 simulator hours
TVSA Flight Training Manuals
CPL Theory
pre-test theory
one attempt at RPL Theory
Exam
one attempt at RPL flight test
one attempt at CPL flight test
9 hours remedial built in
pre- & post- flight briefings
Navigation Theory
logbook
Arrow familiarisation flights
PA28 familiarisation flights if
starting in C152

COST EXCLUSIONS
CASA fees
RPL Theory Course (optional extra
for $540)
additional training or tuition
required to meet the standard
other required course materials
(headset, textbooks, etc)
other CASA requirements (Class 1
Medical, etc)
additional endorsements

C152/PA28/Arrow
PA28/Arrow

AIRCRAFT COST
$56,800
$63,500
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Flight training must be completed within 18 months or the student will be moved onto the 200-hour syllabus.
All hours are as per TVSA recommended syllabus, as flight training is competency based actual hours may vary.
Costs current as of March 2022. Subject to change without notice.
Please note the Cessna 152 is height and weight limited, students over 6 feet tall or exceeding 90kg are advised to
train in the Piper Warrior/Archer.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

150-HOUR INTEGRATED
COMMERCIAL PILOT LICENCE
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COST INCLUSIONS
75 hours dual
120 hours solo
5 simulator hours
TVSA Flight Training Manuals
pre-test theory
one attempt at RPL Theory
Exam
one attempt at RPL flight test
one attempt at CPL flight test
9 hours remedial built in
pre- & post- flight briefings
Navigation Theory
logbook
Arrow familiarisation flights
PA28 familiarisation flights if
starting in C152

COST EXCLUSIONS
CASA fees
RPL Theory Course (optional extra
for $540)
CPL Theory (optional extra $900
per subject)
additional training or tuition
required to meet the standard
other required course materials
(headset, textbooks, etc)
other CASA requirements (Class 1
Medical, etc)
additional endorsements

All hours are as per TVSA recommended syllabus, as flight training is competency based actual hours may vary.
Costs current as of March 2022. Subject to change without notice.
Please note the Cessna 152 is height and weight limited, students over 6 feet tall or exceeding 90kg are advised to
train in the Piper Warrior/Archer.

TERMS & CONDITIONS

C152/PA28/Arrow
PA28/Arrow

AIRCRAFT COST
$61,500

$72,000

200-HOUR NON-INTEGRATED
COMMERCIAL PILOT LICENCE
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All of the necessary comforts of living
at home, with the added benefit of
living and studying in your own private
space on campus. Our accommodation
building has been purpose built, with a
communal laundry and a recreational
room for students to unwind between
flights and study. You will also have
access to kitchen facilities, including
microwave, ovens, and fridge.

ACCOMMODATION FACILITIES

Price includes utilities and internet access. Diploma discount requires
one month bond and one month in advance. All rooms are twin
share, private accommodation is available subject to capacity. Each
room includes two single beds with under-bed storage, bed linen and
bath towels, private bathroom, controllable heating and cooling,
bedside tables, desk and chair, and block out blinds.

Private weekly
Private overnight
Diploma 5 days
Diploma 7 days

Single*
$352.00
$121.00
$181.50
$254.10

Shared*
-
-

$121.00
$169.40

*includes GST
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ENDORSEMENTS
& RATINGS

Flight Instructor Rating
Instrument Rating (Single-Engine or
Multi-Engine)
Manual Propeller Pitch Control
Multi-Engine Class Rating
Retractable Undercarriage
Spin Endorsement
Navigation and CTA/CTR Endorsements
for RPL holders
Night VFR Rating

Once you have completed your licence, we
have a range of additional training courses
to help you achieve your ultimate flying
goal, including:

Please see our Endorsements & Ratings
Guide for more information.

ADDITIONAL TRAINING OPTIONS
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All hours are CASA minimum requirements or recommended minimums
As flight training is competency based, and everyone is different, hours are
guidelines and we cannot guarantee the included hours will be sufficient to
meet the standard
Additional training to meet the standard is not included in the prices listed
here
Extensions due to extenuating circumstances at the discretion of TVSA
Management 
All training is charged as per current hourly rates
Cancellation fees may be charged if cancellation is made less than 48 hours
before the booking
Cancellation rate is 50% of the expected flight duration for flights cancelled
with less than 24 hours notice
Landing fees included, except those at capital city international airports

TERMS & CONDITIONS
THE FINE PRINT

PAYMENT
OPTIONS

LET'S GET STARTED

TVSA Pilot Training has partnered with ZeeFi,
Australia's fintech partner to the education
sector. They're committed to providing
students affordable payment plans to enable
better access to quality education.

They support an individual's career
advancement by financing their tuition fees,
enabling students the space to pay off their
tuition fees in easily managed weekly,
fortnightly, or monthly payments.

For more information, please visit our
website: https://tvsa.edu.au/zeefi

All training can be done with our
popular and easy to manage pay-as-
you-go finance option. This means
you only pay for each lesson as you
do them.

We also accept prepayment in
installments. You can pay for a block
of training in advance and we notify
you when your account is low.


